In this paper, we propose a blind multiuser detection scheme in a direct sequence CDMA downlink scenario by means of a chiplevel equaliser, which can be updated even if not all possible users are active, i.e. the system is partially loaded. The active synchronous users are separated by re-establishing orthogonality of their spreading sequences in a common chip-level equaliser. The adaptation algorithm is mainly based on a constant modulus (CM) criterion applied to the active users. The inactive codes in the system must be considered, for which we proposed and compare three different methods: (i) a mean square error criterion for absent users, and a CM approach with (ii) zero modulus or (iii) the transmission of arbitrary signals with small code amplitude. For all three cases, stochastic gradient descent algorithms are derived. The proposed algorithms are analysed and compared through various simulations, which demonstrate the algorithms' convergence and BER performance.
INTRODUCTION
In direct sequence (DS) CDMA, the transmitted users are multiplexed by orthogonal codes. However, transmission over a dispersive channel destroys the mutual orthogonality of these codes, and as a result, the received and code-demultiplexed user signals are subject not only to inter-symbol interference (IN) due to channel dispersion but also to multiple access interference (MAI) due to the loss of code orthogonality.
A popular approach to suppress MA1 and IS1 on a user is the minimum output power (MOE) algorithm blindly cancelling MA1 and IS1 terms but passing the desired user by code-constraints [ 1, 21, which is essentially Frost's linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer [3] . For the DS-CDMA downlink, the recovery of several synchronous users at the same time exploits more knowledge of the system. Non-blind multiuser schemes, such us using the mean squared error (MSE) criterion, in turn are based either on the knowledge of a pilot [4, 51 or training sequences [6] . Blind schemes have been performed using a constant modulus (CM) criterion [7, 8, 9] , whereby the derived algorithms either neglect the dispersiveness of the channel [7, 91 or spreading [8, lo] , whereby the later additionally require mutual decorrelation of the recovered user sequences. In [ 1 11, a blind scheme similar to [8, IO] has been developed, whereby the despreading in the DS-CDMA receiver ensures the orthogonality of the recovered sequences, and a CM criterion on all users suffices. The algorithm in [ 1 I ] is however only suitable for a fully loaded system, in which all possible users are active.
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In this paper we address a blind chip-level equalisation scheme, but consider a partially loaded scenario, where not all users may be active. Based on the definition of a signal model in Sec. 2, two hybrid CM/MSE cost functions are derived in Sec. 3, which are suitable for a partial loaded DS-CDMA system. Sec. 4 presents stochastic gradient algorithms, which are structurally similar to a multiple error filtered-X LMS algorithm in [I21 in feeding a code filtered equaliser input to the update algorithms. Simulations are presented in Sec. 5 , and conclusions drawn in Sec. 6.
SIGNAL MODEL
We consider the DS-CDMA downlink model in Fig. 1 with a maximum of N symbol-synchronous active users, which for simplicity are assumed to have the same rate. In the case of a partially 
MULTIUSER EQUALISATION CRITERIA
We first derive the detected user signals Q1 [n] as a function of the chip-rate equaliser w [m] . Based on this, we state suitable cost functions based on which the equaliser can be adapted.
Demultiplexed User Signals
For the decoding, Walsh sequences are used as matched filters.
The sequence for decoding the lth user, contained in a vector h, can be taken from an N x N Hadamard matrix,
The lth user is thus decoded as
whereby the descrambling code C* [m] has been absorbed into a modified and now time-varying code vector h1 [nN] , and w E CL contains the equalise_r's L chip-spaced complex conjugate weights. 
Rearranging w and hl [nN] yields
WH H1 [ n N ] rnN,(2)
Cost Functions
We assume that the K active user signals ul[n] consist of symbols with a constant modulus y , such as BPSK, QPSK, or 8-PAM.
Therefore, the idea is to blindly adapt the equaliser and track any channel variations by forcing all received user symbols onto a constant modulus. In following, we discuss three possible cost functions which may be suitably minimised. CM/MSE Algorithm. Different from (3), driving the decoded inactive user signals to zero can also be accomplished in the mean squared error (MSE) sense, such that a combined CM/MSE cost function
CM
The equaliser coefficients w can be determined such that the above cost functions are minimised. However, a manifold of solutions exist for an optimum, since an ambiguity with respect to a complex rotation dV, cp E [O; 27r], cannot be resolved by any of the above criteria. This rotation invariance could be overcome by differential encoding or the transmission of a synchronisation word.
STOCHASTIC GRADIENT BASED BLIND ADAPTATION
Simple adaption rules for the equaliser can be obtained by considering stochastic gradient descent techniques, whereby an iterative update rules is utilised for the equaliser coefficient vector w,, at time n, where the instantaneous MSE related expression is referred to as least mean squares (LMS) term. The gradient terms can be obtained for the CM components of the instantaneous cost functions as
Similarly, the gradient components of the MSE part of the instantaneous cost function can be derived as
This permits to assemble stochastic gradient descent algorithms according to (6) for the various cost functions derived in Sec. 3. The algorithms presented by (6) with its components in (9) and (1 0) differs from the standard CM algorithm [ 131 or its extension in [SI in the inclusion of a code filtered term H1 [nN] r n N rather than just the equaliser input ~[ n ] .
A similar structure has been derived in [ 121 for a purely least mean squares based criterion, and its general approach has been labelled as filtered error filter regressor scheme in the literature [14] . In the following, we refer to the proposed updating rules as filtered-R multiple error (FIRMER) CM or CM/LMS algorithm.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The three stochastic gradient algorithms derived in Sec. 4 will be compared below for two channel impulse responses with mild and more sever dispersive characteristics as given in Fig. 2 . We first demonstrate and compare the convergence behaviour in Sec. 5.1 and later the bit error performance in Sec. 5.2. 
Convergence
In order to demonstrate and compare the convergence behaviour of the proposed algorithms, we utilise an N = 16 DS-CDMA downlink system to transmit K = 12 active QPSK user signals over g1 [m] in the absence of channel noise. We utilise the three proposed algorithms to update the chip-level equaliser with L = 10 coefficients. The adaptation is initialised with the second coeficient in the weight vector set to unity. With the step size selected such as to obtain maximum convergence speed without incurring divergence, the evolution of the filter coefficients' real part of the three algorithms is shown in Fig. 3 compared to a K = N = 16 fully loaded system. The learning curves in Fig. 3 are the instantaneous cost functions &M in (7) and ~C M / M S E in (8) given in Fig. 4 .
It can be noted from Figs. 3 and 4 that the algorithms succeed to minimise their cost functions, whereby a remaining error floor is due to model truncation. The injection of 4 QPSK signals with a small modulus for the inactive users can be seen to improve the convergence of the system somewhat compared to setting ; U = 0.
In contrast however, the fully loaded system -which can be interpreted as a partially loaded system with ? = y) -can attain a faster rate, i.e. the convergence rate increases with increasing modulus of the injected signals. The partially loaded FIRMER-CM/LMS yet outperforms the fully loaded system. 
Bit Error Performance
For N = 8 users with K = 6 active users, we have adapted the previous three algorithms under various SNR conditions for the channel impulse response 92 [m] with L = 64 equaliser coefficients. With the centre tap set to unity and an appropriately adjusted p, the algorithms have been given lo3 symbol periods in all cases to converge prior to correction of the phase rotation and bit error rate (BER) measurement. The BER results are given in Fig. 5 in comparison to the optimal QPSK performance in a dispersionfree AWGN channel and the analytical minimum MSE (MMSE) solution. Note that the three proposed algorithms show similar bit error performance and closely approach the MMSE performance, except for the FIRMER-CM cases at high SNR due to insufficient convergence, and at low SNR for all cases.
CONCLUSIONS
Blind equalisation approaches for a DS-CDMA downlink scenario with partial loading have been presented, which aim to enforce CM conditions on the various active user signals and either CM or MSE criteria on the remaining inactive users. Stochastic gradient algorithms have been derived, which differ from previously CM algorithms by a code-prefiltering of its input and require no additional constraints. For the inactive user part of the system, the simulations suggest that a CM criterion, even if additional signals are injected into the system, are inferior to the introduction of an MSE cost function. The later has the additional advantage of a lower implementational cost and does not increase the power of the transmitted signal.
